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Joeri works for Honeywell Aerospace in the Advanced Technology group in Europe. In his role he
works with the European Commission, its Joint Undertakings, and the goverments of some
European Member States, in order to build and support innovative European collaborative research
projects. Together with other European aerospace stakeholders he is involved in different specific
European and National working groups, such as ACARE, to set and drive ambitious research and
innovation goals.
Joeri can rely on more than 20 years of business development work in the fields of Avionics, Air
Traffic Management, and Airport systems. Before joining Honeywell, he worked for other aerospace
companies, including HITT, Siemens Airports, Saab, Frequentis, and Luciad. He also ran his own
consulting company AviLution, providing pilot ground training and airport consultancy.
Since 2005 he is also supporting the works of the European Commission through the role of
Independent Expert / Evaluator. He is Member of the Royal Aeronautical Society and Chairman of
its Brussels Branch.
Joeri studied at the University of Gent (Belgium) and the Technical University of Delft (the
Netherlands) and obtained two Masters Degrees (one in Avionics and one in Electronics). He holds
an EASA and FAA pilot license (PPL SEP(L)).
About Honeywell
Honeywell is a Fortune 100 company with $40.5B in sales in 2017, Honeywell creates solutions that improve quality of
life for people around the globe — generating clean, healthy energy, and using it more efficiently; increasing our safety
and security; enabling people to connect, communicate, and collaborate; and equipping our customers to be even more
productive. Our Great Positions in Good Industries have been a huge driver of our portfolio development and organic
growth across industries, including homes and building, aviation, defense and space, oil and gas, industrial, chemicals
and vehicles.

